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Episode Synopses for January 2022 
 

Feed Date Episode # Synopses 

01.06.22 IV-127  

  
Most of us know, moving can be one of life's biggest stressers. What makes that even worse?  
Moving when you least expect it. Inside Investigations helps one woman get back her 
belongings from a storage company who is charging a king’s ransom. Plus, when an erroneous 
eviction puts a stain on one man’s credit report, Inside Investigations helps him get the record 
straight. And when a newly purchased trolling motor leaves one fisherman in dry dock, Inside 
Investigations gets him back on the water. 
 

01.13.22 IV-117  

 
After one man buys a hot rod, his attempts to register the vehicle reveals the car’s shady past. 
But when the dealership refuses to help clear the way to make it legit, Inside Investigations 
exposes their customer no-service. And Inside Investigations discovers a defect on a gutter 
cover that’s causing customers to question their hefty home investment.  Plus, when grave 
markers at a cemetery are mysteriously damaged, one consumer goes undercover to discover 
what’s causing cracks in the foundations. 

 
 

01.20.22 IV-128  

  
When one homeowner is oversold on a mold remediation job, Inside Investigations confronts 
the contractor and helps right a wrong.  Plus, when first time home buyers discover they’re new 
replacement windows are worse than what they had before, Inside Investigations brings in 
experts to evaluate the installation.  And after a woman replaces all four tires, she makes a 
dangerous discovery down the road- it’s a story every car owner needs to hear. 

   
 

01.27.22 IV-118  

  
When a woman hires a contractor she meets at a hardware store for home improvements, she 
finds out he’s hardly the handyman he leads her to believe – Inside Investigations goes 
undercover to hammer the con-artist.  And when a national retailer falls short on service, Inside 
Investigations leaps in to help customers left in the lurch.  Plus, this could happen to you—a 
vacation rental company uses the Covid-19 crisis to justify no refunds, until Inside Investigations 
convinces them to re-think their decision. 
 

 
 

02.03.22 

 
 

IV-129  

  
The U.S. Department of Justice is discovering that profiteers are taking advantage of our nation's 
safety net by netting money for themselves— Inside Investigations exposes one man’s scheme. 
And we're taught very early to believe sticks and stones may break our bones, but words can 
never hurt us—not so thousands of Americans who started life with a label that was chosen for 
them. See how Inside Investigations makes a decades-long wrong, right. Plus, hear one man's 
beef against a fast-food restaurant. 
 

 


